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"FAR AND AWAY THE BEST 
MOVIE OF THE YEAR!' 
WINNER Iy,ST ACTOR • NICK NOLTE 

- 

'AI:RILEMPH FOR DIRECTOR BARBRA STREISAND." 
anises SkiriVCASE 

"A BRILLIANT MOVIE... 
FIRST-CLASS FILMMAKING.* 

- ti Latino, WNIC.TV 

-NICK NOLTE IS MAGNIFICE41."  
-Avid Dram NEW 'Olt MAGAZINE 

-KW ,..ore. LOS ANGELIS MACAU,  . E 

'THE YEAR'S MOST 
CalPILLING LOVE STORY." 

Cs.phel.NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS 
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BARBRA STREISAND • NICK NOLTE 

THE PRINCE OF TIDES 
From one of the best loved novels of our rime. 

COE.USERIN PICTURES onion. IIARMCODUNGFILLLOW .101.111117, 
Ir n BARBRA STREISA ND "ME PRINCE TIDES" BAR ARA STREISAND NICK NOLTE 
PUPIL DANNER tall NEIMAN POEN MEM MELINDA DILLON !MON GOULD 

SHELDON SCHRACIR "'UMW NEWTON HOWARD .1= CIS CORMAN • TIMES ROE 
8..20 PAT 03NROT 	PAT CONROY Asp BECL1 JOHEi SION 

"", BARBRA STREISAND • ANDREW KAKSCH 	MARRA STRMAND 
cceamr I 

Twenty-seven years ago, the War-
ren Commission concluded President 
John F. Kennedy was murdered by 
lone gunman, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
setting off a debate that even after a 
quarter-century has not been settled. 

Established by President Johnson 
seven days after the November 22, 
1963 murder, the Commission, 
headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren, 
was ordered to evaluate all the 
evidence and circumstances of the as-
sassnation and report a conclusion. 

After nearly 10 months work, the 
panel, which included former CIA 
head Allen Dulles, and then-
Representative Gerald Ford, trans-
mitted its report to President Johnson 
on September 24, 1964. It was 
released to the public three days tater. 

Unlike the media scrutiny as-
sociated with Wategate and sub-
sequent intensive investigative 
journalism, the established press of 
the time did little to refute the 
Commission's findings. However, 
critical reaction to the 26 volume 
document, with its scores of irrelevan-
ces and inconsistencies (and, amaz-
ingly, no index), was immediate and 
has remained strong throughout sub-
sequent decades. 

In fact, national polls spanning 
time from the immediate post-assas-
sination period to the present day, 
consistently reveal that a vast majority 
of Americans do not believe Oswald 

acted alone and that some form of 
conspiracy to kill the President ex-
isted. 

Says Stone: "We're attempting to 
create an alternate myth to the War-
ren Commission, to kind of explore 
the true meaning of the shooting in 
Dcalcy Plaza. what the murder of 
John Kennedy meant to this country, 
why he was killed. And the movie un-
folds, I suppose, as a mystery, where 
you unravel layer after layer and you 
come out at the end with a very strong 
speculation as to what might have 
happened. 

We don't say, this is exactly what 
happened and this is who did it. I 
wouldn't be that presumptuous, nor 
do 1 know, I have taken --I think as a 
good detective would-- all the clues 
that have presented themselves, put 
them into one mosaic, followed the 
clues and come to some conclusions 
of my own, but, as I say, I present them 
as speculation, not as a definite con-

I elusion.* 
Kennedy to me was like the God-

father of my generation. He was a 
very important figure, a leader, and a 
prince, in a sense. And his murder 
marked the end of a dream, the end 
of a concept of an idealism that I as-
sociate with my youth, and that's the 
reason I particularly was plunged into 
betrayal and war -- race war, Vietnam, 
Watergate. The whole laundry list of 
problems that have bedeviled 

America since his death... not that I'm 
saying he would have solved every-
thing. like the King Arthur legend, 
but there's no question in my mind 
John Kennedy would never have 
committed combat troops to Viet-
nam. He refused to in 1961 and again 
in 1963, and he told several people he 
would withdraw them in '65 if he won 
the election. 

So, you know, my life was shaped 
by his death, as was everybody's alive 

today of that age. I think the 1990s 
were very much determined by what 
happened in 1960. And I think we 
should all go back now and try to un-
derstand what went wrong in 1963 
and if we can begin to understand the 
consequences of that day in Novem-
ber, it will shape the rest of our lives. 

"JFIC-Kevin Costner plays Jim Garrison, the New Orleans District At-
torney, in the Oliver Stone film from Warner Bros_ 

"JFK" 
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